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Hello All, 

Francis, John (CPC) 
Monday, January 22, 2018 5:10 PM 
Switzky, Joshua (CPC); Wertheim, Steve (CPC); Hong, Seung Yen (CPC); Paine, Carli 
(MTA); Delumo, Jenny (CPC); Madhavan, Manoj (CPC); Fisher, Lisa (CPC); Caldwell, Ben 
(CPC); Kwong, John (DPW) 
Small, Maia (CPC); Sucre, Richard (CPC); Joslin, Jeff (CPC); Schuett, Rachel (CPC); Moy, 
Barbara (DPW); Petrick, Molly (PUC) 
PPS Street Design Review 
18011 O_CityMeeting_StreetsPart2_toPlanning_sm.pdf; 180122_CityMeeting_StreetsPart3 
_sm_edited.pdf; 23rd St_StreetSections_2018.01.12.pdf; PPS City Agency 
Feedback_Streets.xlsx; PPS PPA LU Plan.pdf; PPS Street Sections 28Nov2017.pdf 

Over the last two weeks we have had two meetings with the PPS developer to discuss their concepts for street designs 
in preparation for their 040 submittal. Some of you already provided feedback in person at those meetings (thanks!), 
but I wanted to provide everyone with the opportunity to fully digest and respond to the material with a bit more time. 
As such, I would like to solicit any additional input you might have on the attached presentations. The presentations are 
fairly high level, so your feedback can be at a commensurate level of detail. The first presentation dated January 10 
details a lot of the "nuts and bolts" related to parking, loading, fire access, etc. The second presentation goes into a bit 
more detail on streetscape character. Please use the attached spreadsheet to record your comments and return them 
to me by COB Monday, January 29. 

For those of you with less familiarity with the project (Ben and Seung Yen), I have attached the current land use plan 
that provides additional context to the framework slides included in the presentations. I also attached the current 
versions of the street sections (23'd Street and the rest of the streets are in two separate files). Happy to chat with you 
separately if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
John 

John M. Francis 
Planner & Urban Designer I Citywide Planning Division 
San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 San Francisco, CA 94103 
Direct: 415.575.9147 I www.sfplanning.org 
San Francisco Property Information Map 


